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Christmas with Southern Living 2012 continues its more than 30-year history as the largest,

most up-to-date and most complete guide to the holidays available. With more than 100 all-new

recipes and dozens of decorating and entertaining ideas, it's the one-stop, everything-you-

need book for Christmas celebrations. Not only does this book offer reades a variety of recipe

ideas to help celebrate the season, but it also offers dozens of decorating, entertaining, and gift

ideas. Some of the exciting features of Christmas with Southern Living 2012 include: quick

entertaining and cooking tips, and spaces to make holiday card and gift lists, organize menu

plans, and note decorating ideas and upcoming holiday events; photos of idea-pack holiday

homes for creative, but not costly, decorating ideas; holiday table settings, centerpieces and

mantel wreaths, and natural decorations; an extensive source list of where to find props and

accessories pictured throughout the book.
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Ralphie's mom, “Very Helpful. We volunteered our home for the local charity Home Tour and I

found this book to be very helpful with decorating ideas. I like to look and see what others do

and then adapt and change to my own taste. I purchased all the Southern Living Christmas

books for that purpose and have found the 1980s versions not as good but the later ones to be

excellent. Very helpful and our home was very well received - lots of compliments - and it did

not look like the local decorator did it as several of the other homes did.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “you better have several double ovens and a cook in the .... Be careful

with the menus though. If you need your oven with different temperatures for 4-6 items just

before serving, and the assembly of the dessert (about 1 hour) needs to be last minute, you

better have several double ovens and a cook in the kitchen, so you can enjoy the meal while

the dessert is being prepared.... Individual items are delicious, just watch out for their pairing.”

J. Greer, “Another 5-Star Book. I have purchased the Christmas With Southern Living books

since 1986 and look forward to each year's new addition.These books always have so many

wonderful recipes, decorating ideas and projects and are invaluable as a source for

entertaining ideas.The Christmas With Southern Living 2012 lived up to my expectations - It's a



desirable addition to my collection and another 5-Star book.”

Heidi Swanson, “More of the same but, still love them!. Another typical collection of recipies &

decorating ideas. Once again they included the bizarre idea of gathering silverware, tying it up

with a ribbon & hanging them around the house- this was repeated from a few years ago. And

the typical mantle ideas, which they do every year. I would love to see ideas for how to

decorate around a swimming pool since so many of us "Southerners" have them. What about

decorating dog houses, kids playhouses, horse stables? I would love to see the editors think

outside the box sometime.”

Kate, “Not the usual 5 star.. I have quite a collection of Southern Living Christmas books. This

one is okay but didn't have the fresh ideas and recipes of years past. It isn't bad but I was

slightly disappointed with this year's content. Not sure if it is just me or this is off year from the

publisher.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great!. Great cookbook for Christmas ideas”

Scott Pawson, “great purchase. Love these cookbooks for the Christmas holidays. Would

highly recommend!”

The book by Eunice Lewis Ph.D has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 69 people have provided feedback.
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